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THE COHOMOLOGYOF CERTAINFUNCTION SPACES
MARTIN BENDERSKY AND SAM GITLER
Abstract. We study a spectral sequence converging to the cohomology of the
configuration space of n ordered points in a manifold. A chain complex is
constructed with homology equal to the E2 term. If the field is the rationals
and the manifold is formal then the spectral sequence is shown to collapse. The
results are applied to compute the Anderson spectral sequence converging to the
cohomology of a function space.

0. Introduction
From the point of view of homotopy theory, a very natural problem is to
describe the topology of function spaces. In 1956, R. Thorn [13] wrote a seminal paper. In 1972, D. Anderson [1], using the notion of a cosimplicial space
introduced by Bousfield and Kan [4], obtained a spectral sequence for the homology of function spaces. In 1969-1970, Gelfand and Fuks [6] wrote a series
of papers on the continuous cohomology of the Lie algebra of vector fields on
a manifold M. They introduced a pair of spectral sequences for such a study.
Based on the results of Gelfand-Fuks, Bott and Fuks conjectured that the continuous cohomology of the Lie algebra of vector fields was the usual cohomology
of a certain function space, namely, that of the space of sections of a certain
associated bundle to the tangent bundle of M.
Haëfliger [7] and Bott and Segal [3] in 1978, using entirely different methods,
proved the Bott-Fuks conjecture. The method followed by Bott and Segal was
to utilize the ideas of Anderson.

The cohomology of "configuration spaces" appears in the computation of the
Tij-term of the above spectral sequences. In 1978, F. Cohen and L. Taylor [5]
were able to compute the cohomology of the configuration spaces for a certain
class of manifolds, and applied these results to describe the Gelfand-Fuks cohomology of these manifolds. Also, there has been interest in the configuration
spaces as they appear as approximations to certain function spaces (see [2, 9]).
In this paper we study the configuration spaces and the function spaces as outlined by Bott-Segal. In both instances the cohomology can be obtained from a
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double complex. A double complex comes with its two natural nitrations and
thus produces two spectral sequences.
If we take the rationals as the coefficient groups, we may use the Sullivan
cochains [ 12] which are commutative, and these double complexes become functors on the cochain algebras which preserve weak equivalences. Recall that a
space X is formal if its Sullivan rational cochain algebra is weakly equivalent
to its rational cohomology algebra.
For formal spaces, collapsing results on the spectral sequences emerge and
thus also some computational theorems (see §§3 and 7)-.
Also, the two spectral sequences of Gelfand-Fuks appear when we describe
the Bott-Segal spectral sequence for the space of sections in §7.
This paper grew thus from our attempts to understand the work of GelfandFuks-Bott-Segal on the one hand, and that of Segal, Cohen, Taylor, McDuff
[9] and Bödigheimer [2] on the other. We want to thank E. Antoniano, W.

Browder, E. H. Brown, G. Carlson, F. R. Cohen, M. Hopkins, and D. M. Kan
for many helpful and illuminating discussions while trying to understand the
results presented here.
1. THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE OF A SIMPLICIAL SPACE

Recall from [4] the notion of a simplicial space. Let Ap be the standard
/z-simplex; Ap c Rp+ consists of points t = (t0, ... , tp) with 0 < t,< 1 and
£',

= 1, z/.: Ap_1 -» A" , z = 0,...

,p, given by

fyUo' ••• »lp-\) = v'o' ••• ' h-\ >"> h ' ••• ' tp-v '
and e(: Ap -» Ap_1, i = 0, ... , p - I , given by
ei(t0,...,tp)

= (t0,...,ti_l,ti

+ ti+1,...,tp).

A simplicial space X = {X }°°=Qis a family of spaces X
maps

Xp^Xp_x,

i = 0,l,...,p,

Xp_x^Xp,

and continuous

j = 0,...,p-l,

satisfying the simplicial identities; namely,

dfij^dj^d,

ifi<j,

sisj = sJ+xs,

if i<j,

sj_xdi

d¡Sj= { id
Sjd,_x

ifi<j,

if i = j, j + 1,
ifi>j+l.

X has a geometric realization |X| obtained as the quotient space of JJ Ap x Xp
by the relations

(t,d,x)~(n,t,x),

xeXp,

teAp

(t,s¡x)~(e,t,x),

xeX

teAp+x

'
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Example 1.1. Let Y be a topological space and {U¡}ieA an open covering of Y .
If I = (ix, ... , ik) is a sequence of integers ix < i2 < ■■■< ik belonging to A,
we denote by /(/) = k the length of / and by U¡ the intersection UiC\---r\Ui ,

when it is not empty. Let VQ= JJ U,,, ... , V = JJ/(/) +1U¡, ... . Then we
may define the face and degeneracy maps using the inclusions and repetitions;
thus, {V} = V is a simplicial space. In this case |V| is weakly equivalent to

Y.
It is helpful to display the simplicial data V¡, di and si in a diagram:

where, for example, the face and degeneracy maps connecting V{ and VQare

defined by

¿vtc/ne/.)-I/.,

dt: (Utin ui2) - u.

(i.e., the Oth or 1st term respectively is deleted from the intersection), and

v(L/.)-t/,nc/..
The situation of two open sets covering Y is related to the Meyer-Vietoris
sequence. In this case the geometric realization is (essentially)

{Uxuu2}u(ix uxnu2)/~,
where ~ glues t/, and U2 to the top and bottom of (/ x U{ n U2). This is
clearly the homotopy type of Y.
We may also consider a simplicial complex K with K = |J K¡, where the
Ki are the subcomplexes, and proceed as above to define a simplicial space
{Vp}= y and again |V| is of the same homotopy type as K .
A chain functor is a functor from the category of topological spaces and
continuous maps to the category of chain complexes. We assume there is an

Eilenberg-Zilber chain map,

C,(X)®C,(Y)^C,(XxY),
which we assume is functorial in each variable. (The differential in Ct(X) <g>

Ct(Y) is induced from the differentials in C„ by d(x®y) = dx®y + (-l)^x<S>
dy.) An example of such a functor is the simplicial chain functor.
Given the simplicial space X and a chain functor Ct, we may form {Ct(X )}
which is a double complex with the following differentials:

dx =d: Cq(Xp)- Cq_x(Xp),
where d = J2(-l)'(d,)#.

d2 = d: Cq(Xp)- Cq(Xp_x),

Since C„ is functorial,

d commutes with d .
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Letting Cn = Ylp+q=nCq(Xp) anc* d = d+(-l)pd

,v/e define a chain complex

C, d), which we will denote by |Ct(X)|.
n

We have natural maps Ap x X -+ \X\ and a commutative diagram:

Ap,Xp
Ap~xx X.
p
lx¿

Ap~XxXp_x

Let 8 denote the composite

C,(AP) ® Ct(Xp) ! Ct(AP x Xp) - C,(\X\),
where e is the Eilenberg-Zilber map. Then 8 is a chain map. Let

<t>p:Cq(Xp)->Cp(Ap)®Cq(Xp)
be defined by q>(x) = i ® x , where z is a canonical class. Define

P- 0

C,(^) - Cn(\X\)

p+q=n

for all n by /z(x) = 0,0, (x) if x € Cq(Xp). Consider x e Cq(Xp). Then

/z(¿x) = p(dx) + (-lfp(dx)

= 8p_x(ip_x®dx) + (-l)P8p(ip ® ox)

=Vife-i®E(-1)'^v)+(-1)^A®^)>
and, by the above diagram,

dp_l(ip_l®(di)#x)

= 8p(niip_l®x).

Thus, /z(^x) = öp(9zp®x) + (-l)pÖp(/p®9x)
dp(x), i.e., p is a chain mapping.

= Öp(ö(zp®x)) = ÖÖp(zp®x) =

In a similar fashion, we can pass to cochains and define a cochain mapping

p*:C"(\X\)^ 0 C(Xp).
p+q=n

We may pass to normalized cochains; let

r(Xp)

= C*(Xp)/(s*0C*(Xp+l)+ ... + s*pC'(Xp+l)).

Proposition 1.2. Let X be a simplicial space. Then the mapping p
isomorphism in cohomology

p*:H"(\X\)^Hn(\C*(X)\).
Proof. We have natural nitrations

induces an
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where D(X)n is the subspace of Xn generated by the image of the degeneracies
coming from Xm, m < q . Also, \X\ has a filtration coming from ]\n<q A" x

Xn . The mapping p* preserves the nitrations and induces a map of spectral
sequences, which is easily seen to be an isomorphism in Ex.
Suppose we have \X\ c Y. Then since X0 c \X\, we may form the cochain
complex

(i)

c*(X_,) -^ C*(X0)-^ •■■I C\Xn) ^ ■•■,

where X_x = Y and e is the induced map in cochains of the inclusion X0 c
\X\ c Y. Then (i) is a double complex and we denote by \C*(Y, X)\ the
associated total complex. Note that now

\C*(Y,X)\n=

®

Cq(Xp).

p+q=n-l

Proposition 1.3. If \X\ c

Y, then \C*(Y,X)\"

is cochain equivalent to

C*(Y,\X\).
Having the double complexes C*(X) and C*(Y, X) we may produce two
spectral sequences. We will be interested mainly in the one that has Ep ~
77*(X ) in the absolute case. In the relative case, Ep ~ H*(X x).
2. The fat diagonal

Let K be a simplicial set and Kn the zz-fold cartesian product of K,
(Kn) = K x ■■■x K with face and degeneracies d¡ x• • • xdi and s x ■• • x5..

Let DnK be the subsimplicial set of Kn ,
(DnK)q = {ax, ... , aq\a¡ = cj,

some pair i ¿ j}.

Then D"K = {JD^K, where Dn,}K= {(a, , ... , aq)\a, = tr,} .
We may apply the ideas of §1 to construct a double complex for C*(D"K)
and C*(K" , DnK). DnK is called the fat diagonal. Given a topological space
X, let DnX = {(x,, ... , xn)|x( e X, x( = x }, some pair i ^ j .
Proposition 2.1. \DnK\ and Dn\K\ are of the same homotopy type.

We now want to describe the spectral sequence associated to the fat diagonal.
Assume K is a simplicial complex, triangulared so that K" has D"K and D"jK
as subcomplexes. Assume that zz is fixed, so that we will write DK and D,-K
instead of Dn.
Example 1.1 applies to Dk with covering {D,..}. The set of (zc-l)-simplices,
V,_. , is the disjoint union of spaces D, = Dn ¡, n • • • n Dn , , where / =
{(z,, j2), ... , (ik , jk)} is a sequence of 2-tuples of integers (a, b) with 1 <
a < b < n . It is clear that D¡ is homeomorphic to Kr( for some function r
of /. To describe r(I) we let 67(7) denote a graph with vertices {1, 2, ... , zz}
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and edges (ix,;',),...,
ponents, and

(ik, jk). G(I) breaks into Cx, ... ,Ct connected com-

Dj = {(x,, ... , xn)\xi = Xj iff i, j e Cm for some m}.

Hence r(I) = t = the number of connected components of 67(/). For example

if n = 7, and / = {(1,6), (2,4), (2, 5)} then:

G(I) = •-•
1

•-•-•

6

5

2

4

• •
3

7

D¡ - {(xi - • • • » xn)\xi - xj iff ' and j are in the same component of 67(7)}
and Dj is homeomorphic to K . Let |7| = length of / = k. We thus have
Proposition 2.2. The spectral sequence for (Kn ,DnK)

has

Eqx= @H*(Kr(I)).
\I\=9

We now want to describe the £2-term of the spectral sequence. Let R be
some ground ring and let A(2) be an exterior algebra over R on generators

hu, I < i < j < n, graded by |Af.| = 1. Let a = £A^. Then a2 = 0, so
if we define d: A(2) —►
A(2) by dx = ax , d is a differential and (A(2), d)
is acyclic. To see this notice that A is isomorphic to the exterior algebra on
generators, {A.., a\(i, j) ^ (1, 2)}. So every element annihilated by a is
divisible by a.
Now let A be a commutative differential graded augmented algebra over R
and A-"' the zz-fold tensor product of A . We have embeddings et: A —>A(n'
given by e¡(a) — 1 (g • • •® 1 ® a® 1® • • •® 1, where a appears in the z'th position,
and projections pi : A(n) —>A , p((ax ® ■•• <S>
an) = e(ax) <g>
• • • <g>
a,■<8>
e(a/+1 ) ®
■• ■® e(fl„), where e : A —►
/? is the augmentation.

Let L^ be the ideal in A(") ® A

generated by elements of the form A.. ®

(e, - ej)(a), and let A(zz, A) be the quotient algebra. The algebra A(2) ® ^4
has two differentials, one coming from d in A(2) and another from A . These
induce two differentials dx, d2 in A(zz, A) with dxd2 = d2dx, so we can define
a total complex A(zz, A) with d = dx+ d2. We will consider H*(A(n, A)) to
be the cohomology of this double complex.

Proposition 2.3. If R is a field and tp: A —>B is a weak equivalence, then
A(4>): A(zz, A) -> A(zz, B) is a weak equivalence.

Proof. Filter A(zz,,4) and A(n,B) so that Ex = A(n,H*(A))
A(n, H*(B)), and now 77*(A)~ H*(B) as algebras.

and Ei =

We assume that R is a field, so that 77*(X x Y) ~ H*(X)®H*(Y).
sequence /, define
0/:7/*(^)r(/)-//*(A:)"!)

For any
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as follows: Given the graph G(I), suppose Cx, ... , C,¡, are its components
and v,, ... , tzr(/) its leading vertices, i.e., v¡ is the smallest vertex in Ci. Then
(j>I(xl®---®xr{I))

where

í 1
y i' = \1 x

= yl®---®yn,

if i is not a leading vertex,
is the 7th leading vertex.
if i' is

Example 2.4. Take zz = 7 and / = ((1, 6), (2, 4), (2, 5)). Then 67(/) has
components Cx = (1, 6), C2 = (2, 4, 5), C3 = (3), C4 = (7), and
<f>j(xx® x2 ® x3 ® x4) = xx <8>
x2 <g>
x3 ® 1 <g>
1 <g>
1 ® x4.
(»i
For a sequence 7 = {(/,, jx), ... , (ik,> jk)}
by
X¡
®T H*(K)
V^Z; we
w«' denote
wuvic
uj
/i; wr
JJ vJVZ
À'2Í2, •...• ■X,
; «y*, 9 H*(K)(n) in A(H*(K), zz). We have a natural
the image of X,»i/i, A,
'l-M ,2-'2
'*Jt
projection

ni:H'(K)w-*XI9TH*{K)w.
Proposition 2.5. The composite mapping <j>l,

H\K)r{I) -ÏU H*(K)W -?U X1®T H*(X)[n),
is an isomorphism.
Proof. It is easy to see that 4>¡ is an injection and that n¡ o </>7is also. Now
induction shows that both vector spaces have the same rank.
Proposition 2.6. We have the following commutative diagram:

e,/MtfW(/)

-±-

e,y,,fl+1 H'(K)r{J) -^
Proof. This follows by inspection.

©„1=^,^77*

(K)""

©,,h?+1 kj ®r H\KP

Theorem 2.7. For any field of coefficients, there exists a spectral sequence converging to H*(K", D"K) having E2 = 7/*(A(zz, H*(K)).
If K is the simplicial complex associated to a closed compact connected
/c-dimensional manifold, then by Lefschetz duality
H*(Kn, DnK)~Hnk~*(Cn(K))

as vector spaces, where Cn(K) is the configuration space of zz ordered distinct
points in K [5]. Thus the spectral sequence of (2.7) converges additively to the
cohomology of the configuration space of such a manifold.
The higher differentials in this spectral sequence in general are nontrivial,
and we conjecture that they are determined by higher-order Massey products.
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Support for this conjecture is the collapsing of the spectral sequence over Q in
the case of a formal space (see Theorem 3.2).
Let Zn denote the symmetric group on zz letters. Then Ln acts on A(n,A)
as follows: For 1 </</'<
n let Xjt = Xi}. For / = ((/,,;,),...,
(ik, jk))
and a eln, let ai denote ((a¡ , a¡), ..., (a(ik), o(jk))). Then
a(X, ® (x, ® • ■• ® xn)) = XaI ® (xg(X) ® • • ■® xff(B)).

Proposition 2.8. The spectral sequence of (2.7) is a spectral sequence of ZBmodules.
3. Rational

cohomology

of the fat diagonal

It is the object of this section to prove
Theorem 3.1. If 0T(K) are the Sullivan cochains on K, then

77*(Kn,D"K;Q)~H* (A(zz,Q*K); Q).
Then because A preserves weak equivalences, this theorem immediately pro-

duces
Theorem 3.2. If K is a rationally formal space, then

H*(Kn,DnK;Q) ~ H*(A(n, H*(K ; Q))
as vector spaces.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. It suffices to see that the following diagram is commutative:

Xj®Ta*(Kfn)
I hj

-Q*(AT)r(/)
i Va

Áj®Ttf(K){n]

^ÇÏ*(Kr{I))
i #*

^n*(K)r{J)

^fl*(r(y))

^a*(D,)
i P*

-^Q*(Dj)

The left, horizontal maps are the inverses of the isomorphism in 2.5. Define a¡
as follows:
a¡(xx ® •■•®XÍ)

= ZTjX, U •••Uît*xî,

and similarly for ay . Then because we are taking commutative cochains, a{
and a,J are maps of algebras. The map zi,ij is induced by the diagonal mapping,
while fi¡. is the multiplication. Thus the middle square commutes because of
the naturality of the cup product
X[ ® • • ■® Xs ——-►

7T*Xj U • • • U 71*Xs

±X. i ® • • ■® X;'o X,Jo ® • • ■® X;Ja ® • • • ® Xc5 -+ ±ZI*X,
U • • • U 71*
(X;'o X;Jo ) U " ' ' U ZT^X,
' '
'o
s s

and the right square commutes because of the homeomorphisms Xr(X) *-*D¡
and Xr(J) <->Dj , which are compatible with cup products. Here the signs come
about from the graded multiplication.
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Examples of formal spaces are some homogeneous spaces, k-connected 4kmanifolds, Kahler manifolds, and zc-connected 3/c-dimensional spaces. We
conjecture that Theorem 3.2 is valid for any field, if A" is a /c-connected 3/cdimensional space.

4. The spectral

sequence of a cosimplicial space

This section is an elaboration of §§5 and 7 of Bott-Segal [3]. Recall [4, §9]
that a cosimplicial space X = {X } is a family of spaces X and maps

di:Xp^Xp+x,

i = 0,...,p+l,

sJ:Xp->Xp_l,

i = 0,...,p-l,

satisfying the relations:

djd': = d'dJ~l,
j i

S S = S

í—1 j

i<j,
■^

■

S ,

I > J ,

írfV"1,

i<j,

sJd' = lid,
[d'-xsJ,

i = j, j+l,
i>j+l.

The basic example of a cosimplicial space is A = {A"} , where z/' : A" —►
A"+
are the coface and ej : A" -> A"-1 are the codegeneracy maps.
A map /: X —►
Y of cosimplicial spaces is a sequence of maps f : X —>Y

which commute with the coface and codegeneracy maps d' and sJ.
The geometric realization of X, denoted by TotX is the space of maps
Hom(A, X) with the induced topology as a subset of \[X ".
Example 4.1. Suppose X -4 Y S- Z is a diagram of spaces. We construct the
cosimplicial space of Rector [10], X xy Z , as follows:
(X xYZ)p = Xx Yp xZ

with cofaces d' : (X xy Z) —►
(X xY Z)p+X given by

' (x, f(x),yx,
d'(x,yx,

... ,yp, z)

... ,yp, z)

(x, yx, ... , y,-, yi+x, ... ,yp, z)
. (x,yï,...,yp,
g(z) ,z)

if i = 0,
if 1 < i <p,
if i = p+l.

The realization, Tot(X x YZ), is of the same homotopy type as the homotopy

pullback W

W -►

Z

X
where W c X x Y x Z consists of triples (x, a, z) with a: I —>Y and
a(0) = f(x), a(l) = g(z). When g is a fibration, W is of the same homotopy
type as the pullback W' c X xZ consisting of pairs (x, z) with f(x) = g(z).
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There is a canonical map W' -» Tot(X x YZ) which is a homotopy equivalence
when g is a fibration.
Example 4.2. Suppose that A is a partially ordered set and Xa, a e A, is
a family of topological spaces. Then the {Xa} is called an inverse system of
spaces [3, 4], if for every a < ß, there exists a map <f>a'.XB —»Xa with
a < ß < y implying qra o <t>yB
= ^ . One can form a cosimplicial space Z as

follows:

z„= TT *
«(,<<*,<■•■<«,,

with coface and codegeneracies induced by the <pa&
. The space Tot Z is called
the homotopy limit of the system. If A = Axl)A2 and AQ= Ax n A2, we have
the following induced diagram of fibrations:

zpW -►

zP(Ai)

ZP(A2) ->

Zp(A0)

(4.2)

Example 4.3. Suppose K is a simplicial set and Y a topological space. Then
the function space Y' ' can be obtained as Tot YK , where YK is the following
cosimplicial space:
(YK)p
= YK> = n
jK)p=YK>=

<T€X„

y-

We may think of YK" as the space of functions from the set K to Y. Then
d': Y " -* YK"*' comes from Kp+X^ Kp-^ Y, and sJ: 7 " -» YK'-< comes
from
p-\

p

Proposition 4.4 [3]. There exists a homeomorphism

Y

« Tot Y .

Given a cosimplicial space X and a cochain algebra functor C*, C*(X) is
a simplicial cochain algebra, i.e., we have cochain maps

c*(xn)h c'(

p-V

and we may form a cochain complex TotC*(X) [3] as follows: Let

C*(Xp) = C*(Xp)/(s°C*(Xp_x)+ ■■■+ sp-XC*(Xp_]))
and

Tot(C*(X))"
= n

C\Xp

q-p=n

with differential

,9+i
d = Y;(-D'd'+(-irls.
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If now C* is a cochain functor, as in §1, we will define a natural cochain
map

(4.5)

<£:TotC*(X)-+C*TotX.

In §5 we will show that under certain conditions tj>is an equivalence.
We have an evaluation map e: Ap x TotX -> X which is a map of cosimplicial spaces. C* has a functorial Eilenberg-Zilber map

C*(Xx Y)-^C*(X)®C*(Y)
which is a cochain equivalence. Then we form

Cp+q(XD)
Ù Cp+q(Ap
x TotX) °A[C*(AP)® C*TotXf+q h CqTotX,
where </> is the slant product [11] with the canonical p-simplex i e C' (A )

and <j>p(a
® b) = a(ip)b . Define <f>= 4>po 0p o e* . Thus, if x e Cp+9(Xp),
<j)(x)= e*x/ip . From [11, p. 287],
ô(e#x/ip) = (ôe#x)/ip + (-l)qe§x/dip.
But

e*dx/ip_x= J2(-l)e*d'x/ip_x = Y,(-{)'e*xldi¿p-\ = e#xldiP
and S(j)= 4>d. Because e is a map of cosimplicial spaces, </>passes to normalized cochains.
We say the cosimplicial space X is convergent if tj>is a cochain equivalence.
We recall the following consequence of the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem [8, p.

239].
Proposition 4.6. If X and Y are cosimplicial spaces and we have a field for coefficients, then the diagonal cosimplicial space {Xp x Yp} = D(X, Y) is convergent
if both X and Y are convergent.
The following is proven in [3].
Theorem 4.7. Suppose we have pullback diagrams
Wn
P -»

XnP

Zp -►
Yp
where Xp -♦ Yp is a fibration. Then X = {Xp}, Y = {Yp}, Z = {Zp},
and W = {W } are cosimplicial spaces and the maps of the squares form maps
of cosimplicial spaces. If Yp and Tot Y are one-connected and X, Y, Z are
convergent, then so is W.
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In the next two sections we will apply the double complex of a cosimplicial
space to obtain some collapsing theorem of the associated spectral sequences.

5. Function

spaces

In Example 4.2 we saw that if ATis a simplicial set, then Y is a cosimplicial
space for any space Y . Theorem 4.7 on convergence applies to yield (see [3, p.

296])
is

Theorem 5.1 (Anderson, Bott-Segal). If dim|.rv| < connect Y, then Y
vergent.

is con-

Proof. We use induction on the number of nondegenerate simplices of K.
Assume Theorem 5.1 has been proven for Kx and K2. Let K = K] U K2,
K0 = Kx n K2. YK° satisfies the connectivity hypothesis of Theorem 4.7 by
induction. We have a commutative fiber square

By induction,

YK -►

YK'

YK2 _y

YK°

Y • is convergent, so Theorem 4.7 gives Y

convergent.

We now construct a functor FK : 3S —►
5^2¡ , where K is a simplicial set, 3>
is the category of commutative DGA-algebras over a field F, and S?2S is the
category of commutative simplicial DGA-algebras. Let A be a DGA-algebra
is
and suppose we give Kp a total order for every p. Then we form A p =
Aa ® • ■■® A , where A = A and ax, ... , on run through the p-simplices
K

K

in Kp in the chosen order. Define d¡: A " —>A "-' , for i = 0, ... ,p,
generators by
di(ax ®---®an
where b■ = aj , ... , a\

and d,

) = e(bx ®---®bn

on

),

(cr) = {xJ¡, ... , tj } in the order of Kpl .

Also e = ± 1 and its value is obtained by the sign that is needed to pass from
ax®---®a
to a] ®---®a] ®aj ®- • -®aj ®- --»a,"'- ®---®a"p .Notethat
p

\

r,

1

r2

I

rp_¡

d~x{a.} is always nonempty as it always contains at least s,a}. Also define

A*'-*-ÏU AK>,
by sAa.
® ■■■® a
J

p—i

j = 0,l,...,p-l,

) = cx ® ■■■®cn p , where

1

if er, £ Im(í.),
if at = Sj(zr
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If

It is not hard to verify that {A "} is a simplicial commutative DGA-algebra,
i.e.,
Akp®AK' -^U
AK^®AK^

A"

->

A "-'

commutes, where

p(a. ® • • • ® a )®(bx®---®b
p

) = e'axbx ®---®ab
,
p
p p

where e is the usual sign used in the tensor product of algebras, i.e., (a® b) •

(c®d) = (-lflMac®bd.
Suppose now that Y is also a simplicial complex and we take C*(Y) to be
Sullivan commutative cochains over Q. Let us set A = C*(Y). The above
is
process defines a simplicial DGA-algebra {A "} .
K

*

K

Theorem 5.2. There are maps A p —>C (Y ") which are equivalences and which
induce a map of simplicial cochain algebras.
Proof. Recall that for commutative cochains, the map C* X®C* Y —►
C*(X® Y)
given by <p(a® b) = 7txaö n*b, where ni are the projections, is a natural

cochain equivalence ^-algebra. Define A p -4 C*(yir") by 0 (a,®---®a

)=

7i\ax U • • • U 7T*an . It is then easy to see that </> commutes with faces and
degeneracies as they are induced by maps.
is

From Lemma (5.10) of [3] we see that we may use the double complex {A "}
to compute H* ( Y'K', Q) , when we restrict to the rationals. Immediately, we
obtain
Theorem 5.3. If dim\K\ < connect Y, and Y is formal, the spectral sequence

for H*(Ym ; Q) collapsesat E2.
Proof. If the space Y is formal, it means that A = C*(Y ; Q) and 77*(Y; Q)
are weakly equivalent, and hence

(5.4)

H*(YlKl; Q) ~ H*(Tot{H*(Y ; Q)K>})
6. The 7^-term for a function

space

Recall that if X is a simplicial set, C (X) is the vector space generated by the
simplices of X . The face and degeneracy maps extend to homomorphisms.

One may define NCp(X) = Cp(X) n Kerö, n •-■D Kerô^ ; then NCp(X) %
NCp_x(X) satisfies d¡ = 0 and

Ht(NCX)~Ht(X)~Ht(\X\).
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Also N'Cp(X) = NCp(X)/(s0Cp_x(X) + ---+sp_xCp_x(X)) has induced d' and
again Ht(N'CX) ~ Ht(X).
Let A be a commutative DGA-algebra and K a simplicial set of finite type.
We now study the double complex {A p} or its associated double complex
{AKp} of normalized cochains, i.e.,
AKp = AKp/(s0AKp-> +---+sp_xAKp'').
if

More precisely, A " = A ® ■■• ® A
1

Let Aa~A = Ker(e: A-^F).

«p

.

Then

^ = ©®(^®-®\),
where the ai e K , ai $ Im s,, and the sum ranges between 0 and p - 1. But
we can also look at
H*(AKp) = H*(AKp)/(s*0H*(AKp-')+ ■■■
+ s*p_xH*(AKp~'))

and by the Kunneth formula we have
H*(AKp)~H*(AKp),

We have two nitrations on {AKp}. We look at the spectral sequence coming

from Fr = ^p^p.

Then

EP = H*(AK')~H*(AK>
Theorem 6.1. The Ex-term can be identified as
n

H*(A) (r)

E\ ^@N'Cp(Kr,DrK)®z
r=0

Proof. We look at H*(A p). Then relative to the ordering of the simplices of
Kp , ax < ■■■< a p , we write

H*(AKp)~Q®Ç$H*(A)@0 77*'(A)
e/7*'(A)
a

(6-2)

a «s

^
©

©•••©

'
_,
H (A)®---®H (A).

It is clear that the summand

0
o-, <--<rr,
'I

77*(^l)®.-.®77*(^)
'r

can be identified with Cp(Kr,DrK)®z

H*(A)(r) as Cp(Kr,DrK)

consists of

T, x • • • x T , where t, are p-simplices of K and all are distinct. It suffices to
see that
_

H*(AKp)~ 0 N'Cp(Kr, DrK) ®ZrH*(A)(r).
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Let D = 5*77*(AKp~
') + ••• + s*p_
x77*(AKp~
' ). By the definition of Sj if we study
s*H*(AKp->)in the decomposition (6.2), then
s*H*(AKp-')n

0

(H*(A)®---®H*(A))

are those summands consisting precisely of sjxl < • • • < JTr. Under the identification we have made, it corresponds to simplices (Sjil, ... , SjTr) with coefficients in H*(A){r), i.e., D goes to zero in ®N'Cp(Kr,
DrK) ®L H*(A){r),
i.e., we have shown the isomorphism

H*(AKp)^Q}Cp(Kr,DrK) ®YrH*(A){r)
passes to give an epimorphism

H*(AKp)^Ç$N'Cp(Kr,DrK)

®lr H*(Y){r).

Similarly one constructs an inverse map y/ to <p and this establishes the isomorphism.
For the function space Y'

, we have a spectral sequence with

E*~H*(C*(YK>)).
If we show that H*(C*(YKp) ~ H*(C*(YKp)), then the above arguments apply
and we obtain
Theorem 6.3. If dim|A^| < connect Y and we take coefficients in afield F, there

exists a spectral sequence converging to H*(Y^ ; 7") and with
np

E"\ = © N'Cp(Kr, DKr) ®lr H*(Y; F){r),
r=0

where np = number of p-simplices in Kp .
if

Proof. The degeneracies in K'

correspond to projection maps and thus

H*(C*(YKp)) ~ H*(C*(YKp))

follows by Kunneth.
7. Applications

In this section we collect some results that follow when we apply the previous
theorem to special cases, notably when we take coefficients in the rationals and
assume formality. We begin with the more general results.
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Theorem 7.1. If dim\K\ < connect F and we take coefficients in afield F, we

have
(1) A spectral sequence abutting to H*(Y*K*;F) with
np

EPx=($)N'Cp(Kr,DrK)®lrH*(Y)(r).
r=0

(2) If Y has a trivial cohomology ring, then
np

Ep = ®H^(Kr,DrK;H*(Yf]).
r=0

(3) In general there exists an algebraic spectral sequence Ér, whose E2-term
is as in (2) and abutting E2.

Corollary 7.2. If F = Q, then
E2 = Ht(Kr ,DrK)®^H*(Y)[r).

Corollary 7.3. If F = Q and Y is formal, then E2 = E^ .
Corollary 7.4. If F = Q and Y is a suspension, then as vector spaces

H*(Ym)^

0

Hp(Kr,DrK)®lr[H(Y){r)]q.

q-p=n

Corollary 7.5. If F = Q and \K\ is formal, then
E2 = Hm(A(r,H*(K))®zH*(Y){r).

Corollary 7.6. If F = Q and \K\ is formal and Y is a suspension, then as vector
spaces

H"(Y]Kl;Q)= 0

Hp(A(r,H*(K))®z[H*(Yf)]q.

q-p=n

The only thing to describe is the algebraic spectral sequence E . This comes
about by filtering E¡ as follows:

FkEi=^N'Ct(Kr,DrK)®1H*(Y){r).
r<k

We finish this section by showing that we have done things with sufficient
generality so that we may include the space of sections of a fibration as BottSegal did (see [3]). Then the two spectral sequences Er and Er correspond to
the ones described by Gelfand-Fuks [6] for the special case of the cohomology
of the Lie algebra of vector fields on M, which by the Bott-Fuks conjecture is
the cohomology of a fiber bundle associated to the tangent bundle of M.
We recall from Bott-Segal [3] that if E —>X is a Hurewicz fibration, and
let {Ua}a€A be a covering of X, then we may construct a cosimplicial space
as follows. Consider the indexing set A . Let tr = (a0, ... , a ■) be a sequence.
We define a partial order on the q's by q < t if set(er) D set(r). Note that if
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we associate 67 to a, where U = U n • • •n U , then er < t gives U„ C Í7..
Define a simplicial space Xz, where

w,= II \°0<-<°p

Then |Xr| and X are of the same homotopy type for X a CW-complex.
Let Ta be the space of sections of E\Ua . Then the set {r^} forms an inverse
system of spaces to which one associates a cosimplicial space Tz as in Example
4.3. Now TotTz ~ space of sections of n*E and if X is a CW-complex, then
TotrL ~ T(E). By choosing the covering to be contractible, the spaces Ya are
all homotopy equivalent to the fiber F of the fibration. Hence if we assume
that dimA" < connect F, we can apply (4.7) to see that TotC*(rz) converges
and can be used to compute C*(T(E)).
However, Bott-Segal defined a smaller cosimplicial space than rz to compute
H*(Y(E)).

For any a el,
let Va = [jaea Ua, where Ua is the star of a.
Then Ua is contractible if the covering is contractible. Let Ea = n~x(Ua);
then {Ea} forms an inverse system of spaces and [3, (5.7)] shows the associated

cosimplicial space E is homotopy equivalent to Tz .
If we now do the same analysis as done in §§5 and 6 for the spectral sequences
y
of E and assume that Y —*E —>X is a Hurewicz fibration over a CW-complex
X, dim X < connect F , then Theorem 7.1 generalizes to
Theorem 7.7. There exists a spectral sequence abutting H*(T(E) ; F) with

Ep = 0 N'Cp(Xr, DrX) ®lr H*(Y)(r).
If Y has trivial cohomology, then Ep is the homology of Ep using the boundary
operator of (Xr, D' X). In general there exists an algebraic spectral sequence
Er converging to E2, whose E2 is E2 when we assume H*(Y;F) has trivial
cohomology ring. When F = Q and Y is a suspension, then

EP2=Ç$Hp(Xr,DrX)®^H*(Y)[r)
and the higher differentials depend only on the llPontryagin classes of E ".
The last statement

means that if Y —►£■—►X is induced by a map

X —>567 for some Lie group G, we may look at char/s = f*H*(BG; Q)
and the differentials involve classes in char E. We will deal with this more
precisely in another paper.
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